Automotive wiring colors

Wiring Diagram Sample. Assortment of automotive wiring diagram color codes you are able to
download totally free. Please download these automotive wiring diagram color codes by using
the download button, or right click on selected image, then use Save Image menu. Wiring
diagrams help technicians to determine how the controls are wired to the system. Many people
can read and understand schematics generally known as label or line diagrams. This type of
diagram is a lot like choosing a photograph with the parts and wires all connected up. A wiring
diagram is a schematic which uses abstract pictorial symbols showing every one of the
interconnections of components in the system. Wiring diagrams contain certain things:
symbols that represent the ingredients within the circuit, and lines that represent the
connections with shod and non-shod. Therefore, from wiring diagrams, you realize the relative
location of the ingredients and just how they may be connected. Wiring diagrams mainly shows
the physical position of components and connections in the built circuit, and not necessarily in
logic order. It emphasizes on the layout with the wires. Schematics emphasize on what circuits
work logically. To read a wiring diagram, firstly you have to know what fundamental elements
are included inside a wiring diagram, and which pictorial symbols are employed to represent
them. The common elements inside a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire and
connection, output devices, switches, resistors, logic gate, lights, etc. A line represents a wire.
Wires are utilized to connect the ingredients together. All points down the wire are similar and
connected. Wires on some places should cross the other, but that does not indicate that they
can connect. A black dot can be used to suggest the injunction of two lines. Main lines are
represented by L1, L2, and so forth. Usually different colors are used to distinguish the wires.
There should be a legend around the wiring diagram to inform you what each color means.
Usually circuits with over two components have two basic forms of connections: series and
parallel. A series circuit is really a circuit in which components are connected along one
particular path, so the current flows through one aspect of get to the next one. In a series
circuit, voltages accumulate for all components connected within the circuit, and currents are
identical through all components. In a parallel circuit, each device is directly coupled to the
power source, so each device receives exactly the same voltage. The current inside a parallel
circuit flows along each parallel branch and re-combines when the branches meet again. A
good wiring diagram needs to be technically correct and clear you just read. Take care of
everything. For example, the diagram should show the right direction in the negative and
positive terminals of every component. Use the best symbols. Learn the meanings with the
basic circuit symbols and select the best ones to use. Some from the symbols have really close
look. You must find a way to see the differences before applying them. Draw connecting wires
as straight lines. Label components such as resistors and capacitors using their values. Make
sure the text placement looks clean. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin.
Despite popular belief, there are no standard wiring colors for each wire in a car. The specifics
of the wire coloring are dependent on the make, model and even year of the specific vehicle
under consideration. The best way to determine how to know the appropriate wiring colors is to
learn the basics of reading a car's electrical diagram. A basic electrical diagram has four
symbols. These symbols represent the switch, battery, resistor and ground. Additional symbols
represent variable battery source and the case ground. Advanced diagrams also will indicate
the amps and circuit path. These symbols are universal, and memorizing them or having a copy
handy is the best way to make sure you are looking for the right information. Within advanced
electrical diagrams, one symbol represents the size and color of the wire. This symbol, ORN,
will let you know what color wire you should be seeking. Another way that diagrams include the
wire color is by using a two-letter code. The first letter is the main color of the wire, and the
second letter represents the striping. For example, a wire marked GR would be green with a red
stripe. Brandi Brown is a freelance writer with over five years of Web-based experience. She has
a bachelor's degree in history from Mercer University and is a graduate student in women's and
gender studies at the University of Louisville. Her works appears in various online journals and
offline newspapers. Automotive Wiring Colors by Brandi Brown. Color Symbols Another way
that diagrams include the wire color is by using a two-letter code. References YouFixCars.
Learning how to read automotive wiring diagrams is like learning a new language. Watch the Diy
automotive wiring diagrams video at the bottom of the page to find out how to use this
information to pinpoint electrical problems like a pro. Yes, you should bookmark this page or
share it with a friend. Wiring diagrams are drawings of electronic systems found in high quality
workshop repair manuals. These diagrams provide the quickest path to success when dealing
with complex electrical problems on any vehicle. Understanding this visual language leads to
faster detection of malfunctions and the capability to solve difficult car problems. In fact, an
electrical symbol may have a slight resemblance to the actual component or its main function.
These lines actually represent current flow in and out of components connection points.

However, the abbreviated text labels or codes placed next to the symbols and lines help you out
further by providing descriptions or location information. Automotive electrical diagrams
provide symbols that represent circuit component functions. For example, a few basic symbols
common to electrical schematics are shown as: 1 Switch, 2 Battery, 3 Resistor and 4 Ground.
Note the switch symbol displays an open or closed circuit path, which is what an actual switch
performs. The battery symbol appears to be made of layers or plates, common to internal
battery construction. The resistor symbol appears to impede energy flow, which is a resistor
function. The G ground symbol indicates a connection pointing downward ground that
dissipates energy. The G designation is to help you find this location on the automobile. Factory
service manuals provide component location diagrams including important ground locations.
Variations of symbols will exist depending on function or other characteristics. Examples are:
Variable Battery symbol 5 and the Case Ground symbol 6. Electrical repair diagrams are mostly
standardized for the above symbols. Abbreviated codes on the diagrams provide circuit path
and part or component information. They use the codes or labels to show circuit connector pin
numbers, circuit values or component polarities. These are standardized throughout the
industry. All of these markings work together to add clarity to the diagnostic drawing. Here are a
few label examples: 1 A for Amperage or Amps. At first glance the repair diagram may not
convey how the wires use many colors and diameters. They show the diameter of each wire
using a label placed at some point along side its drawn line 1 0. These can take some effort to
locate on fold out map type diagram. Nevertheless, being aware of the color of a wire remains
important. For consistency most electrical schematics have signal or energy flow from top to
bottom. And component inputs on the left and outputs on the right. With that said, providing an
understanding of how a system would function makes the wiring repair diagram one of the most
valuable resources a technician can have. People ask which one is better a PDF or a
subscription service? Both have loyal fans. However, factory repair manuals are offered right
here. You get the same schematics in dealership manuals, because they pull data from factory
publications. You can print out what you need and take them right to the vehicle. So in short,
electrical pun intended, you can subscribe to this for a month and find and print all the wiring
diagrams for your specific vehicle and have them for life. Another update: I have purchased a
subscription a workshop manual for my own vehicle so I could make a video demonstration of
what it looks like. View the demo video for this program that puts auto repair online. More
information on the use of automotive wiring diagrams. My latest video on my YouFixCars. This
is the method I use every time I break out a wiring diagram. Find out more about me and this
website. Also discover what gives me the right to talk about automotive wiring diagrams. This
next link takes you to the auto facts homepage. Common Electrical Symbols Learning how to
read automotive wiring diagrams is like learning a new language. In this article, I will explain in
detail how to identify aftermarket? Car Stereo Wire Colors and attach them properly. If you have
recently bought a new car stereo and now planning to install it, then this article is for you. Many
fellows get confused when it comes to identifying car stereo wires properly by their colors. So
let us start by identifying different colors of car stereo wires. And the list goes on, so I have
decided to make a chart for this. It is essential to understand the color code for car stereo wires
if you are planning to install an aftermarket car stereo at home. If you mess up with the wires, it
can lead to short circuit resulting in damaging the entire circuit. Carefully read the whole article
and then also check with the instruction manual that came with the new car stereo. This is a
dedicated chart for? Car Stereo Wire Colors. Now, this sequence is followed in the majority of
car stereos, still, I recommend that you should carefully read the instructions manual. Here is
the? Understanding car stereo wire colors are essential if you are adding a new car stereo by
yourself. You do not want to end up screwing the entire electric setup. Now all these different
color represent something and it should be added or placed at the required port. I have already
mentioned above in car stereo wire colors chart about the identification and feature of every
wire. I hope after reading this detailed article on? Car Stereo Wire Colors, now you will have a
better understanding of how things work with car stereo wires. You can always contact me if
you have any question related to car audio accessories, I will not only answer you, but I will
publish a detailed article on your question.? Team- Stereo Authority. Contents 1 Car Stereo Wire
Colors 1. Related Articles. Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Telegram. Car Stereo Wire? Right Front?
Front Speakers. Left Front -. Light Green? Right Front -. Dark Green? Rear Speakers. Rear Deck.
Left Rear -. Dark Blue? Right Rear -. Light Blue? This article explains how to identify car speaker
wire colors when installing a car stereo. The easiest way to wire in an aftermarket car stereo is
to look at car stereo wiring diagrams for the specific vehicle and head unit, but it's actually
possible to get the job done without any labels, adapters, or diagrams. Although there are
exceptions to every rule, most aftermarket car stereos use a standardized coloring scheme for
the power, ground, antenna , and speaker wires. If you have the pigtail that came with your

aftermarket head unit, and it uses the standard colors, then the wires will have the following
purposes and colors:. If you find yourself with a used car stereo that you want to install, and
you have the pigtail that came with the head unit, then it's usually just a process of checking the
list above to see what each wire in the pigtail needs to connect to. The reason that car stereo
wiring harness adapters are so useful is that while aftermarket car stereos have all the same
inputs and outputs as the factory stereos that they're designed to replace, those inputs and
outputs aren't all in the same places. If you can get your hands on the right car stereo wiring
adapter, it vastly simplifies the installation process. One end of the adapter plugs into the car
stereo , the other end plugs into the wiring harness that originally connected to the factory
stereo, and that's all there is to it. The problem is that while harness adapters are fairly
inexpensive, and they're available for a wide variety of car and head unit combinations, there
really isn't any wiggle room in terms of compatibility. For a head unit wiring harness to work, it
needs to be specifically designed for both your vehicle and your new head unit. If you can't
figure out the specific model of a used head unit, then you're better off identifying the purpose
of each wire and just manually connecting everything the right way. In that same vein, there is
also a chance that there just isn't an adapter available for any given combination of vehicle and
head unit. While it is technically possible to install a head unit without a wiring harness , it is a
whole lot more complicated than the sort of basic head unit installation process that most
do-it-yourselfers are comfortable with. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and
the creator of a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous
major trade publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on January 29, Christine Baker.
Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Christine Baker is a marketing consultant with experience
working for a variety of clients. Her expertise includes social media, web development, and
graphic design. Article reviewed on Mar 25, Tweet Share Email. The right-front speaker wires are
gray, left-front speakers are white, right-rear speakers are purple, and left-rear speakers are
green. Ground wires are black, antenna wires are blue, and amplifier wires are blue with a white
stripe. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an
error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More
from Lifewire. Fueled by creativity and driven by relentless work, Albert Einstein was able to see
through the foggy windshield of complexity and find the fundamental principles that are the
pavement of our universe. His work laid a foundation that has allowed others to build upon,
leading to a harnessing of nuclear energy and space travel. While the technology of automotive
repair may not be on a par with nuclear energy or space travel, there is something important we
can take from Einstein's journey: the power of "simple" and the value of the technician's
perspective. The power of simple is manifested in that others were able to build from the
foundation Einstein identified and defined. They were able to accomplish things they most likely
could not have otherwise. We also have experienced this phenomenon. Consider Ohm's law.
Georg Ohm did the hard work and broke down the complex to a simple law. We use the
principles contained in that law as a starting point to understand the complexities of electricity
and circuit dynamics. As technicians, we understand objects and assemblies. We understand
how things come apart and go back together. Isn't this what Einstein and Ohm did? They
figured out how "it" comes apart, which led to the ability of others to put "it" back together. In
our experience, we disassemble, repair and reassemble objects we can see and touch. Our goal
is a repair. However, to repair today's vehicles, we must expand our understanding beyond
things we can touch, see and use wrenches on. We must apply the technician's approach to
learning, information gathering and analysis. First, the simple act of color-coding helps to bring
out the true wealth of your knowledge and is an excellent step in diagram analysis. Beyond that,
it's an amazing tool for developing the awareness needed to get on the road to becoming an
expert learner. In this article, I show some of the ways the elements of learning, information and
the technology fit together. As a result, you'll learn techniques that will increase your analytic
and knowledge-building efficiency, which you can apply to any learning challenge. The power
source for color-coding is the Color-Code Legend Fig. The Color-Code Legend was born from
the process of identifying the simple within the complex. Try it for yourself. Bring together a
handful of circuit diagrams and look for the simplified patterns in those circuits. You'll find that
every circuit must have a load and every load must have a power side and a ground side. Most
circuits are switched and some loads are variable. Bring this information together and you end
up with the four basic circuit patterns shown in the Color-Code Legend. The top circuit in the
Color-Code Legend is "the one. The other three circuits build from it and account for
fundamental variations. In addition, all circuits build from at least one of these patterns or a
combination of them. From the technician's perspective, the Color-Code Legend can best be
understood by taking apart its assembly and identifying the subassemblies that make up the
whole. Study these simple circuit assemblies and master every aspect of them. If you don't

master the simple stuff, you have no chance with the complex. This is where the colors come in.
Each circuit displays a unique voltage condition. In the Color-Code Legend I've already
highlighted each condition with a color. Note that yellow and orange, which represent the
switched portions of the circuits, actually represent two voltage conditions that depend on the
condition of the switch - open or closed. I've made one important change from the '97 article.
Green and yellow are now swapped. Green identifies ground all the time and yellow is switched
to ground. The change was made to reflect a more standardized color-coding based on the
colors of a logic probe, where green is logic low and yellow is switching. Is it okay to use other
colors? Yes, but I recommend using the colors I've selected. Doing so helps to create a
standard. Also note that if you have trouble differentiating these colors, try fluorescent
highlighter pens. For example, if you're tsting a yellow circuit, what does it mean if you read 0
volts? What does it mean if you read a voltage? Can you make a list of all possibilities? You
might be surprised at how simple it is. The process of color-coding is to "pull an Einstein" on
the wiring diagram. From the technician's perspective, instead of being caught up in the
complexities of the system, we're going to find the simple parts, examine them and see how
they combine to make the complex. We do this by finding the circuit patterns illustrated on the
Color-Code Legend within the diagram, then color-code appropriately. Before we start, here are
three learning patterns that set the framework for the color-coding process:. We learn by
relating new information to that which we already know. Therefore, what we know becomes the
starting point for learning something new. We purposely look for what we know first, which will
help us resolve what we kind of know, which will leave us to focus on what we don't know.
Starting with the simplest, easiest and most obvious is a very effective and efficient way of
dealing with lots of variables. Before color-coding, or before starting any new job, it's a good
idea to take inventory of what you know about the system. This establishes an expectation
that's a starting point for system analysis that also goes hand in hand with color-coding. While
color-coding, look for the graphical representation of your expectation in the diagram! To help
turn your existing knowledge into a concrete expectation, try developing a list of questions to
ask yourself. Here are a few to start with:. In brief, we all know how it works from a user's
perspective, a technician's perspective, and we know what functions an engineer had to satisfy
while designing it. Think about these things. Imagine them. Now let's color-code. Our rules say
we need to start with the easiest and most obvious. Green, of course, and here's why: Almost
every diagram shows a ground that's usually identified clearly by a ground symbol. With green
crayon or highlighter in hand, locate the ground symbols. Highlight the circuit starting at the
symbol and go until you get to a component that changes the voltage condition, such as a
switch or load. What about the dots the wires cross over? If you're not sure, this is a good
opportunity to put into practice a powerful learning technique: If you don't know the answer,
find the question. Now step back and do an overview. Look for other applications of the dot and
ask yourself these questions: Could the dot be a component? What if the dot represents a
junction? Would the rules of circuits be followed or broken? If you conclude the dots are wire
junctions, then the green color should continue to all branches, as shown in Fig. Ready for the
next easiest color, red? Remember, red represents power all the time. Therefore, red is applied
to a section of the circuit that's connected directly to a power source. Don't mix it up with a hot
when on or a wire connected to power via the ignition switch or any other type of switch. Did
you find any "hot at all times" in this diagram? If so, you might be wondering if you should color
through the fuse or circuit breaker. The answer is found in this question: Under normal
conditions, does a fuse or circuit breaker affect the voltage condition? If the answer is no, color
on through Fig. Are you done with red? Now, pick another color - orange or yellow, you decide.
Check out Fig. What color should the wire between the door lock controller and the key switch
be? Before reading on, turn on your self-awareness, look at the circuit, think about it and pay
attention to what you're doing. If I asked you to describe how you came to your conclusion,
could you? If it's not, then why are you having problems? More than likely you're letting what
you don't know control and confuse you. In this case, we're going to examine each component
of the circuit. Now let's focus on what we know. We do that by getting what we don't know out
of view. This is important to prevent us from getting sucked into the black hole of confusion.
Put your hand over the door lock controller and the wire in question, as shown in Fig. Now look
at what you have. A simple switch connected to power all the time. That means only one thing
about the wire under your hand: It has to be a switch to power - no ifs, ands or buts. It has to be
a switch to power regardless of what else is under your hand. Regardless of what's inside the
mysterious door lock controller. What color represents switch to power? Check the Color-Code
Legend! Go ahead and finish color-coding the rest of the diagram. All done? What color did you
use on the wires to the door actuators Fig. The information in the diagram does not indicate a
power or ground source. If you put a color on those wires, were you sure about the color you

chose, just kind of sure or not sure at all? Let's take a look. The first thing to realize is that the
diagram does not directly tell us what conditions exist there. Therefore, we have to find the
answer outside of the diagram. Let's start by reviewing what we already know about the system.
When we initially took inventory about the system, at minimum we thought about the driver's
perspective, the technician's and the engineer's. From the driver's perspective, he pushes a
button to lock and unlock. From the engineer's perspective, we know there's a mechanism in
each door that has to perform two functions - lock and unlock. From the technician's
perspective, we can look at the diagram and see that each door has a door lock actuator that's
identified with a motor symbol. If it's a motor, it could just spin a cam to lock and unlock. If this
were the case, each motor would most likely be connected to a power or ground all the time and
then be switched by the door lock controller. However, if it's an actuator, then it's most likely set
up to push or pull, which coincides with the driver's experience. So, how do you get a motor or
an actuator to push or pull or move forward and reverse? The answer is found in the
characteristics of motors and actuators. Are they polarity-sensitive? What happens if the
polarity is reversed? It reverses the current, which reverses the fields, which results in an
opposite action. Hmm, that explains why there's no clear indication of a power or ground
source to the actuators in that diagram. The door lock control unit must alternate the power and
ground sides of the actuators, depending on lock or unlock. Since each motor still needs a
power side and a ground side, this means both sides are switched, and when one side is
orange, the other side has to be yellow. Reverse the action and it changes to yellow and the
other side to orange! At this point the color-coding should be complete. Examining the diagram
should reveal the visual organization color-coding results in. The colors also expose the
similarity in testing of the circuits. For example, regarding all circuits coded yellow Fig. Visually
organize a wiring diagram. Prove the diagram at least holds up to the fundamental laws of
circuits. Identify similar testing procedures. Clearly see the value of building your knowledge
from simple to complex. Maximize your existing knowledge and make yourself more efficient.
Then use color-coding to keep you moving along the road to becoming an expert learner. Use
color-coding to help you:. It's just like the parts of an engine. If you put them together in the
right order, you'll end up with a smooth-running engine. See you on the road! Download PDF.
December Issue. Back to Summary. Before we start, here are three learning patterns that set the
framework for the color-coding process: - Relate new information to existing knowledge. Great
Expectations Before color-coding, or before starting any new job, it's a good idea to take
inventory of what you know about the system. Here are a few to start with: - What are your past
experiences with this type of system? Our First Color Our rules say we need to start with the
easiest and most obvious. Use color-coding to help you: - Develop self-awareness and a built-in
signaling system that keeps you on track. No results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name.
Your Email Address. The electrical wires that bind your home together come in an array of
colors that specify each wire function in a circuit. But what does each one mean? Black
electrical wires carry the current from the power source to the outlet and used for power in all
types of circuits. Make sure you use extra caution when dealing with these - when you see a
black wire, you know it is hot. These wires are often used as a switch leg that transfers power to
switches and outlets in all circuits. Black wires are never used for a ground or neutral wire and
are meant to be used as the power feed for a switch or an outlet. They are most commonly
found in residential buildings. Red electrical wires are the secondary live wires in volt circuits
and are commonly found in a sheathed, multi-conductor cable. These wires are typically used
for switch wiring as well as the interconnection between smoke detectors hard-wired into the
power system. You can link two red wires together, or you can link a red wire to a black wire.
Since red wires conduct current, they are considered hot. Blue and yellow wires are most
commonly found in commercial buildings and are used as the live wires pulled through a
conduit. Yellow wires are used as switch legs to ceiling fans, structural lights, and outlets
paired with light switches, while blue wires are usually used as travelers for three-or-four-way
switches. The colors white and gray indicate a neutral wire. Once power leaves the electrical
panel through the hot wire of a circuit and works through devices such as a light bulb or an
outlet, the electrical current returns back to the service panel through the neutral and usually
white wire that is connected to the neutral bus bar, which returns the current to the electric
utility grid. White wires are typically found in residential buildings while gray ones can be found
in commercial settings. White and gray wires can only be connected to other white and gray
wires. Although neutral, these wires still may carry a current, especially an unbalanced load, so
handle with caution. Green wires connect to the grounding terminal in an outlet box and run to
the ground bus bar in an electrical panel. These wires only connect to other green wires and act
as a failsafe, allowing for electricity to have a place to escape. They can carry significant
current, so treat them cautiously. These are the most common colors used in electrical wiring.

Other color combinations, such as striped wires, may be used for other applications.
Remember, black and red wires are always hot, meaning they are source wires that carry power
from the electric service panel to a destination, such as an outlet or a light. White wires
augmented with red or black tape or markings are used as hot; however, a black wire can never
be used as a neutral or ground wire, or for any purpose other than to carry a live electrical load.
Blue and yellow wires are sometimes used as hot wires and as travelers, green wires and bare
copper wires are ground wires, and white and gray wires are neutral. However, all electrical
wires, regardless of their function, may carry an electrical current at some point and should be
treated with equal caution. We hope this list helps you differentiate between the colored wires in
your home. If you are unsure of what any of these wires mean and what they do, it is important
that you seek a qualified professional to answer any questions you may have. While DIY options
are feasible, dealing with the electrical issues in your home can be an overwhelming task. Here
at Pacman Electric, we are committed to lighting up your life in as dynamic a way as we can.
Contact us today or give us a ring at Back Ultimate Guide to Hiring an Electrician. Electrical
Wire Colors: Deciphering What Each Color Means The electrical wires that bind your home
together come in an array of colors that specify each wire function in a circuit. Black Electrical
Wires Black electrical wires carry the current from the power source to the outlet and used for
power in all types of circuits. Red Electrical Wires Red electrical wires are the secondary live
wires in volt circuits and are commonly found in a sheathed, multi-conductor cable. Blue and
Yellow Electrical Wires Blue and yellow wires are most commonly found in commercial
buildings and are used as the live wires pulled through a conduit. White and Gray Electrical
Wires The colors white and gray indicate a neutral wire. Green Electrical Wires Green wires
connect to the grounding terminal in an outlet box and run to the ground bus bar in an electrical
panel. Other Colored Wires These are the most common colors used in electrical wiring. Chris
Pacchioli April 8, Facebook 0 Twitter Pinterest 0 0 Likes. Chris Pacchioli April 23, Chris
Pacchioli March 25, Mechanics use car wiring diagrams, sometimes referred to as schematics,
to show them how automotive manufacturers construct circuits. In fact, a typical service manual
will contain dozens of these schematics that can help with proper diagnosis and repair. On this
page is a how to video some coworkers and I put together. It explains how to find specific
automobile wiring diagrams, but more importantly tips on using them to fix complex problems.
This video is good stuff and worth 6 minutes of your time. Although the video views continue to
climb we still got a few thumbs down. However I tried to supply unique and helpful information.
One guy was upset, because I mentioned using a test light instead of a meter. First, not
everybody has a meter at home. Now lets get back to the diagram issues. There are electrical
symbols posted on the schematic that will indicate the color of the wire, its thickness or size
and other important details about that particular circuit such as connector locations. Identifying
the color of the wire is important for accurate diagnosis. If you test the wrong wire you will go
down the wrong branch of the tree chart. The standard labeling system will use the first letter to
indicate the base color, and the second letter to indicate the stripe color. An example would be
the letters OB. This represents an orange colored wire with a black tracer stripe. RB is red with
a black tracer. Wire repair diagrams can become quite complex. To avoid this, most
troubleshooting manuals will illustrate only one distinct system or circuit at a time. A horn
circuit or turn signal circuit each have a separate distinct electrical schematic. Keep in mind
that electrical symbols are not always standardized throughout the automotive industry.
Different manufacturers may have different methods of representing certain components
particularly the less common ones. Always refer to the symbol reference charts on the wire
schematics. However, some car makers list these in the beginning of the electrical section in
many professional manuals. In this video I share the method my electrical instructor taught me.
He was an evil genius and his brain flowed like electrons. Most auto mechanics have learned a
different method. I think, what is more important is to use a standard procedure and follow it
religiously for each electric diagnosis. Sticking to a routine helps you find problems faster. Find
3 more instructional videos about how to use online auto service manuals to fix cars right the
first time. This next link takes you to my page about online factory auto repair guides. Do you
require one on one help with your particular electrical problems? On this website automobile
repair help is always available for you. Testing individual electronic components is not only a
valuable skill, but a big part of fixing electrical problems on cars. In my college training classes
we sat down with bread boards and learned how to diagnose and repair individual components.
The video has the same goals. You learn about the tools and the proper equipment required for
automotive electrical tasks, but more importantly how to decipher the test results. In my opinion
it is a clear and concise video with enough attention to detail so the enthusiast understands
what this stuff means to the efficient repair of automotive electrical circuits. Find out what else
is available on this auto repair website on the Homepage for YouFixCars. You can also learn

more about the car mechanic that created this information portal. Skip to content. Any manual
should have a wiring diagram Haynes is fine. You may find it helpful to enlarge the page to
11x17 with a photocopier and trace circuits with coloured pencils. Most electrical problems are
caused by:. I recommend replacing the fuse box outright if it looks old and corroded. It is an
inexpensive part and will save you a lot of headaches down the road. A pink eraser or grit
sandpaper can be used to clean contacts, and a smear of dialectric grease will help prevent
future corrosion. Many British designed vehicles use colour coded cables to assist in
identifying the various circuits in use. Note that these colour codes may not apply directly to
older cars. For example, the wipers on cars up to at least are not on a separate fuse circuit, so
they are not orange, but green. Check the schematic for your car to be certain. Many of the
usual suspects carry Lucas bullet connectors. A few carry reproduction wiring harnesses. But
very few carry the properly color-coded wire, and most of those only carry a small selection of
colors and sizes. They have every color combination listed above, in lots of sizes, as well as
connectors, clamps, lamp fixtures and other random bits and pieces that you'll need. I've been
very happy with the products I receive from them. Be warned that wire is often backordered and
may take a couple of weeks to arrive. They have a nice catalog that's free. Did you find this
article useful? Do you have a question or comment about this article? Leave a rating or a
comment below, and get instant reply notification via email If you have a long question, or a
question not directly related to this article, please start a new topic in the Discussion Forums.
Want to leave a comment or ask the owner a question? Sign in or register a new account â€” it's
free. Click any icon to bookmark this page with your choice of services. Hover the mouse to see
where a link goes. Don't see your favourite service? Contact the webmaster with details. The
MG Experience Lucas Wiring Colour Guide. Reference chart showing the function of any wire
from the main and tracer colours alone. Most electrical problems are caused by: Bad ground
connections Corroded bullet connectors Bodges by the DPO Dreaded Previous Owner I
recommend replacing the fuse box outright if it looks old and corroded. Did you find this article
helpful? Rate it or ask a question below! Hi, thanks for this one. Actually i have no idea on the
wiring such as Blower Motor Resistor,ignition coil, ignition witch. Thanks for this one. Really a
big help for me. Second, I'm try to install a 74 TR 6 Royal Sound radio on my 71, and I'm
stumped by the two wires coming out of the radio. Both have a part of a fuse connector on the
end. If put together they come back to each other in the radio! That leads me to believe that
there are two fuses on this radio. One between the ignition and radio connection and one
between the radio and battery connection. Does this sound about right? Any help is
appreciated. I cannot do without this chart. I track my wires with this chart by colors rather
trying to trace a little line crossing and crisscrossing back and forth all over with a systematic.
Amazing chart. Helped out on so many problems I was having. Excellant chart. Sign in or
register a new account â€” it's free Sign In Register. Join The Club. More to Explore. Morris
Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum. Website problem? Autoshrine v6. Compression ignition
starting aid to switch Main battery feed to double pole ignition switch. Fuel tank changeover
switch to right-hand tank unit or entry and exit door closed switch to door actuator. Start
inhibitor relay to change speed switch; or switch to heater blower motor second speed on
three-speed unit. Flasher switch to right-hand warning light; or differential lock switch to
differential lock warning light. Fuel tank changeover switch to left-hand tank unit; or entry and
exit door open switch to door actuator. Switches to map light, under bonnet light, glove box
light and boot lamp when fed direct from battery fuse. Switches to map light, under bonnet light,
glove box light and boot lamp when sidelamp circuit fed. Starter switch to starter solenoid or
inhibitor switch or starter relay or ignition start position to bulb failure unit. Start switch to
starter interlock or oil pressure switch to fuel pump or start inhibitor switch to starter relay or
solenoid. Ignition coil contact breaker to distributor contact breaker, or distributor side of coil to
voltage impulse tachometer. Browse All Regulations. I'm looking for support for We are
constantly adding new social distancing products and our design team can create custom
messaging options at no extra charge. With floor markings and signs you can effectively
practice social distancing at home, in public, and in the workplace. Clearly identify where it is
acceptable for people to stand in line and that the appropriate distance is being maintained at
all times. Electricity is an essential component for virtually every step in manufacturing and
most other industries. In most facilities, the electricity will come in at one point in the building,
and then be distributed to just about every corner through a series of wires. Even the tools and
machines that are used are filled with wires that are used to conduct the electricity to perform
whatever action is needed. While electricity is used constantly throughout the day without much
thought, it actually has the potential to cause many issues. If something is not wired properly, it
can result in injuries, deaths, fires, and many other problems. This is why there are
well-established wire color codes to ensure those working with an around this type of

equipment can ensure everything is wired safely and effectively. There are quite a few different
wire color code standards in place, so it is important to understand which one to follow in which
situation. The standards used will vary based on what country the wiring is being done in, and
the type electricity it is for, and other factors. Learning about the different options that may be
used in a given situation is essential for workplace safety. When wiring for DC power , there are
typically going to be either two or three wires. The coloring is as follows:. AC power comes in
many different types based on how many volts the wires will be carrying. For wires that will be ,
or volts, the following wiring color standards are used. It is important to note that with this type
of wiring, there are multiple phases in place, each of which will get its own color wire to make it
clear what it is for those working on it. In some uncommon situations, one phase will have a
higher voltage than the others. These are known as high-leg connections. While rare, they can
be identified by looking for a wire that is marked with orange, which will be the higher voltage
wire. These high-voltage connections are quite common in many manufacturing and other
industrial areas. Due to the serious potential for deadly electrocution or other issues, getting
these color codes right is essential. These are the wire color coding standards that are used in
the United States. In Europe and other countries, there are different standards in place. In most
cases, a machine made overseas for use in America will be wired according to US color
standards. Taking the time to confirm this is the case before using the machinery is always a
smart safety step. Another important thing to keep in mind when looking at the safety of
electrical wires is the data wiring in a facility. Cables that are used to transmit data for computer
systems are often thought to be harmless since they are carrying information rather than
electricity. Some types of networking cables will have enough electricity flowing through them
to cause a hazard. Certain devices, such as phones, will just need the 'power over Ethernet'
which means they get the electricity that is needed from the network cable they are connected
to. If someone cuts into these wires, or they become frayed, they can present a risk of shock or
fire. Data cables are typically colored based on the needs and standards of the facility rather
than the electrical standards due to the lower voltages. Applying labels or warning signs near
these types of cables can serve as a good reminder of the potential risk of shock. The wire color
codes used are only going to apply to the actual wires that are carrying the electricity. In many
cases, a bundle of these colored wires will be grouped together, and sealed within a black or
grey cable. This helps to protect people from accidental exposure, and makes it much easier to
run the wiring where it needs to go, especially for higher voltage situations. When this is the
case, it is important to take the time to properly label the wires and electrical conduits to warn
people of potential dangers. Using an industrial label printer, it is easy to identify every set of
wires with information about how much electricity is present, where the wiring is coming from,
and where it is going. Placing warning signs anywhere that someone might interact with
electrical wires, especially high-voltage wires, is another good idea for improving overall safety.
These signs can serve as a good reminder to those in the area that there are dangerous wires
present. There are many signs that can be used depending on the specific situation. Those who
work directly with electrical wiring on a daily basis will need to be initially trained on what each
of the wiring color codes means. Once they are performing their job regularly though, it will
become like second nature to them. Those who don't work directly with wiring all the time also
need to get this type of training, and in many ways it is even more important. Without proper
guidance, training, and documentation, they could put themselves or the entire facility at risk if
they need to interact with wiring in any way. Anyone who will have any exposure to electrical
wires should have at least a basic understanding of the wire color codes. Perhaps more
important than the direct training is going to be making sure that everyone knows where to go
to reference the color codes. Facilities should have some sort of reference material, which
could be a poster, a book, a computer system, or any number of other things. However the
information is conveyed, it needs to be easily accessible so people can find when it is needed. If
there are wires in a facility that were put in place prior to the standards that are now used, it is
important to take steps to address this safety concern. One option is to remove and replace all
the wiring in the facility. Older wiring may have other safety related issues, so this can be a
good solution in those situations. If that is not possible, applying wire labels every few feet is
another way to convey the necessary information that would otherwise be indicated by the color
of the cable. This can be a good, affordable solution for bringing older wring up to a better
safety standard. The products and resources you need to safely reopen for business and
maintain social distancing in your workplace. Learn more. Oops, something went wrong. Please
try again. Floor Marking. Tool Organization. Browse All Tool Organization Products. Lean and
5S Supplies. Custom Products. Social Distancing Quick Guide How do you implement
distancing in your workplace? Find out in this quick guide. Need better organization? Kaizen
Training and Reseach Page Kaizen is management philosphy focused on small and continuous

improvements. Learn about the culture of Kaizen and how it can benefit your organization. Stop
the Spread of Germs This infographic describes best practices established by the CDC for
restricting the spread of respiratory illness. Unlike Kaizen, 3P focuses on breakthrough changes
in the production process. Poka Yoke Introduced as part of the Toyota Production System, Poka
Yoke works to prevent human error and was even once known as "fool proofing. Resource
Centers. Resource Centers Explore our articles, infographics, guides, and blog posts to help
improve your workplace. Questions and Answers. Questions and Answers Find out some of the
most commonly asked questions and learn how to improve safety and efficiency in your facility.
More Resources. The Safety Brief Fre
2008 ford explorer eddie bauer owners manual
2017 toyota highlander manual
yamaha g8
e podcast with short industry updates and tips for safety managers. Sign In New Customer?
Payment Methods. Recently Viewed. Account Settings. Contents Show Content. Be part of the
solution with clear messaging for social distancing from Creative Safety Supply. Positive - The
wire for the positive current is red. Negative - The wire for the negative current is black. Ground
- The ground wire if present will be white or grey. Phase 1 - Phase 1 wiring should be black.
Phase 2 - Phase 2 wiring should be red. Phase 3 - Phase 3 wiring should be blue. Neutral Neutral wiring should be white. Ground - Ground wiring can be green or green with a yellow
stripe. Phase 1 - Phase 1 wiring should be brown. Phase 2 - Phase 2 wiring should be orange.
Phase 3 - Phase 3 wiring should be yellow. Neutral - Neutral wires should be grey. Ground Ground wiring should be green, or green with a yellow stripe. Helpful Resources. Customer
Favorite Products. Email Address:. Sign in Register Forgot your password?

